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The ambitions to reach zero greenhouse gas emissions set in the UK by 2050 in the
climate change act constitutes a major technical challenge for all participants. Thus,
transmission and distribution networks are changing and adapting to a mix of
technologies at all voltage levels of power generation and consumption. Future
power networks will be dominated by wind and solar generation with the support of
electrical energy storage (EES), especially of battery energy storage systems (BESS)
in the presence of some remaining synchronous generation units of hydro, nuclear,
and open cycle gas turbine (OCGT) fuelled by green sources. This paper discusses the
advantages of BESS which has been demonstrated to be the most promising
technology of EES to overcome several of the technical challenges for the integration
of renewable energy systems (RES). A summary of the services provided by BESS
technologies is presented, and the electrical control strategy employed. The BESS
grid code acceptance requirements that BESS needs to comply with in the UK before
its connection to the power network. A description of static and time-domain BESS
study assessments is presented. The simulation results of a wind plant and BESS
hybrid system are analyzed and recommendations are made according to the grid
code dynamic compliance requirements.
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The increasing penetration of non-conventional renewable energy sources (RES)
such as wind and solar, increases power oscillations and creates risks of instability of
power network operations. The replacement  of synchronous generation with RES
units based on power electronics weakens AC networks’ stability and decreases the
controllability of the network. One instability issue occurs in wind turbines (WTs)
during three-phase faults with a higher error from the phase-locked loop (PLL) to
track the voltage phase angle at the point of connection (POC) [1] which makes more
complex the recovery after faults. Projections of the generation mix in the UK
anticipate the integration of 100 GW of offshore wind power, 140 GW of BESS, 4.5 GW
of nuclear power, and OCGTs fuelled with hydrogen used as a backup by 2035 [2].
The performance of RES plants wind and solar can be enhanced with the integration
of electrical energy storage (ESS). Among ESS technologies BESS offers numerous
advantages. It can support RES during periods of energy scarcity, increasing power
injection quality, reducing power �uctuations, and decreasing the rate of utilization
of conventional power plants with higher total operational costs, i.e. thermal power

Abbreviations

BESS battery energy storage systems 

ES electrical energy storage 

FACTS flexible AC transmission systems 

FRT fault ride through 

FSM frequency sensitive mode 

GEP grid entry point 

GFL grid following 

GFM grid forming 

HVDC high-voltage direct current 

HES hydrogen energy storage 

IBR inverter based resources 

IWSES integrated wind, solar, and energy storage 

LF load flow 

FM limited frequency sensitive mode 

Li-ion lithium-ion 

LiCoO2 lithium-cobalt 

PF power factor 

PFC primary frequency control 

PHS pumped hydroelectric storage 

POC point of connection 

PLL phase locked-loop 

RES renewable energy resources 

RoCoF rate of change of frequency 

SFC secondary frequency control 

STATCOM static synchronous compensator 

SVC static VAR compensator 

TEC total entry capacity 

TFC Tertiary frequency control 

VSG virtual synchronous generator 

VSM virtual synchronous machine 

WT wind turbine

1. Introduction
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stations. At the same time, BESS can be used for peak shaving, load following,
smoothing power �uctuations [3], increasing, stabilizing, and extending the
availability of RES plants for longer periods of time. BESS can increase revenues of
energy markets, discharging when the energy marginal costs are higher at peak
hours, and charging during low demand hours [4]. BESS can serve as a backup during
outages of distribution systems and emergencies feeding end clients of electrical
substations. A variety of BESS applications, demonstration projects in micro-grids,
distribution networks, smart grids, and virtual power plants from different countries
are presented in [5].

This paper is structured as follows a review of BESS services provided to the grid is
presented, the control strategy is reviewed, the grid code requirement according to
the UK grid system operator is introduced, the case study and results of a wind-BESS
are analyzed and the papers concludes with some speci�c remarks of the case study
and the role of BESS and other technologies for the energy transition.

The �exibility, ease of use, and reliability of BESS favor its connection in
transmission and distribution networks. The reference [6] shows a comparative
study of the different EES systems and BESS technologies in the past and projections
of annualized costs ($/kW). BESS is made up of multiple cells containing a solid or
liquid electrolyte that allows them to increase their power capability [7]. Nowadays
lithium-ion batteries are the most used having a life cycle at 80% depth of discharge
(DoD) of 3000 and lithium-cobalt batteries have the highest ef�ciency of 98.5%. The
reference [8] makes a survey on the BESS technologies types, speci�cations such as
ef�ciency, DoD, speci�c energy, and energy density that re�ect ef�ciency concerning
the use of space, market trends, advantages, and limitations. This section brie�y
discusses services provided by large BESS to enhance power system operations,
applications of BESS in the UK and worldwide can be found in [9], [10].

Voltage control regulation
The main cause of voltage instability in the power networks is associated with
reactive power �uctuations. The BESS can absorb and deliver reactive power, similar
to functions currently performed in modern power systems by �exible AC
transmission systems (FACTS), and static VAR compensator (SVC) to maintain the
system voltage system stability [11]. The ability of BESS to operate in the four
quadrants of active/reactive power implies that it can serve as a capacitor or reactor,
and the fast response of the converter in the order of 20 ms allows BESS to enhance
voltage stability according to their allocation [12]. When BESS is allocated near
consumption centers can correct the power factor (PF) of end customers, and avoid
operational violations and fee penalties. In addition, BESS can be used to reduce
power losses in distribution networks. BESS can improve system stability by
providing fast active power and reactive power support before the start-up of other
generator units.

Frequency control regulation

2. Grid services of BESS
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Power system frequency stability occurs when all generation units rotate at the
network speed of synchronism and the generation meets the demand at any time.
However, the random nature of the load causes small power imbalances between the
generation and demand that can lead to frequency instability issues lasting from a
few seconds to even hours. Large disturbances such as loss of generation or demand
can cause considerable frequency variations in the power system. Thus, three levels
of frequency regulation control are implemented in the power systems which are
differentiated in terms of their operating times and mechanisms involved in
frequency regulation control de�ned below.

Primary frequency control (PFC): When a fault occurs, it creates a sudden power
imbalance occurs between generation and demand, causing rapid changes in the
network frequency. The �rst corrective action is made through the generators’
spinning reserves and their proportional control speed regulation which allows a
rapid response of active power generation during 10 to 30 seconds.
Secondary frequency control (SFC): The generator setpoints are modi�ed
automatically or manually to maintain programmed power �ows between areas
of the system and prevent the disturbance from spreading, SFC time response
varies from several 1 to 30 minutes.
Tertiary frequency control (TFC): When the nominal frequency has been reached,
it is necessary to achieve economic minimum and re-dispatched generation units
to minimize generation marginal costs, TFC time response varies from 5 minutes
to several hours [5].

The increasing connection of RES inverterbased resources (IBRs) reduces total
system inertia affecting transient stability which will not be governed by the
synchronous machine swing equation. Events such as disconnection of large
generation units, loads, or system split without the incorporation of other
technologies create changes in frequency excursions, rate of change of frequency
(RoCoF), frequency nadir, and zenith greater than the designed values. The
incorporation of RES in the UK has driven changes on the RoCoF which has been
historically set to 0.125 Hz/s with no delay, recently updated to 1 Hz/s with a delay of
0.5 s [13] and nadir �xed to 49.5 Hz.

The challenges in low-inertia systems and solutions of frequency control regulation
pre-event and post-event in the UK are discussed in [14]. For the pre-event period, a
wide area motoring system is deployed to detect operational risks in real-time [14].
Several technologies can be deployed in the �rst-milliseconds post-events such as
synchronous condensers (SynCons) and hybrid combinations with static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM); grid forming (GFM) and virtual synchronous machines
(VSM) inertia emulators and fast frequency response (FFR) services provided by
�ywheel energy storage (FES) as well other IBRs such as HVDC and BESS.

The connection of BESS can provide PFC [15] and SFC regulation. When there is an
increase and decrease in the network frequency, the BESS can participate in PFC
regulation by absorbing active power from the network (charging mode) and
injecting active power to the network (discharging mode). To provide PFC regulation,
the entire reserve of the BESS needs to be activated in 30 seconds and last up to 15
minutes. A comparison of various BESS technologies used for grid frequency support
is summarized in [16].

Energy arbitrage
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The power system operator in the UK performs economic dispatches on a 5-minute
basis to exploit power plants in the most economical way considering the quality and
safety restrictions of the system. The operating costs minimization of the energy
bought and sold at marginal costs in deregulated markets allows the creation of a
spot market. Hourly demand variations lead to increase marginal costs in peak hours
and decrease off-peak hours. BESS can participate in energy arbitrage applications,
frequency response services in day-ahead spot markets, a scheduling grid-tied and
energy arbitrage study is presented in [17],[18]. ESS technologies can provide
ancillary services to the grid including energy arbitrage, a techno-economic cost
review of ESS is presented in [19]. For example, large pumped hydroelectric storage
(PHS) can be combined with BESS and participate in energy markets on a daily basis,
buying energy at low prices (charging) and selling energy (discharging) at higher
prices [20]. A bottom-up approach of techno-economic and sensitivity analysis of
system services in Ireland provided by BESS and the procurement process is
described in [21].

Congestion management
BESS can be installed in the proximity of loads in distribution systems as an
alternative to alleviate line congestion and avoid high investment costs related to
line rating reinforcement and over-sizing. When a distribution line reaches its
maximum thermal capacity during peak hours, the BESS can supply part of the
demand by injecting active power for several hours daily. BESS can be installed in
transmission systems to control the power �ow congestion [9].

Black-start capability
When a total or partial failure occurs in the system is necessary to energize the
power grid and support the connection of generating units and transmission lines
[22]. The black start is a delicate and time-critical process where unbalanced loads
with a dampening effect are very gradually connected to the grid and a converter
and/or generator needs to keep the balance of active and reactive power and
maintain the node voltages and frequency within strict limits. The operator needs to
minimize the risk of collapse at all times. The BESS black start is related to the
converter capability to energize generators from a cold state, for example, the time
necessary to energize gas turbines ranges from 15 minutes to an hour, thus the
discharging time  of the BESS can last several hours. In this scenario, BESS can
provide enough active and reactive power during black start energization.

The BESS converter strategy considered in this work is based on grid-following (GFL)
which uses PLL to �x the current reference of the converter with the calculated
terminal voltage angle of the IBR at POC. In consequence, the converter follows the
network voltage and forms the active and reactive current references [23]. The GFL
is used in classic wind and PV systems usually modeled as a current-controlled
source. Other add-on features allow regulating active and reactive power
independently using control gains for frequency-active power K

p− f
follow , and voltage-

reactive power K
p−v
follow . These main three features of GFL converters: PLL, P-f, and Q-

3. Converter control strategy of BESS
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v regulation are illustrated in �gure 1. New control schemes have been explored to
support GFL functionalities, such as virtual synchronous machine (VSM) [24], [25]
that allows to include inertia emulation response.

The retirement of conventional generation units is driving the adoption of a grid-
forming (GFM) control strategy, to replace the functionalities of synchronous
machines such as inertia, grid voltage support, damping, and black start capability.
GFM has been widely used in microgrid applications and has emerged as a solution
at a great scale to ful�ll the challenges of future power networks, enhancing services
and security. It is expected that future BESS evolve to implement control features of
GFM converters due to their implementation is less costly than for wind turbines
according to manufactures [26], other technologies such as hybrid STATCOM (SVC)
[27] have been adopted as  part of GFM solutions. In GFM the PLL is no longer
needed, instead, the frequency and voltage references are set according to a
frequency droop using the exported active and reactive power. The control strategy
of �gure 2 is discussed in detail in [23] thus GFM converter is modeled as a voltage-
controlled source. An open-box Pscad model with the main features of GFM is
implemented using the IEEE 9 Bus system in [28]. The design, functionalities, and
testing of GFM for power network applications are under study by manufacturers,
transmission network operators, and other participants. Academics in the European
project MIGRATE investigated several control schemes, power network
requirements, and future service needs, the detailed documentation can be found in
[29].

Figure 1 - GFL converter with grid-supporting mode [23]
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This section describes the current grid code requirements in the UK for BESS
connection.

Reactive power capability
The BESS needs to ful�ll the reactive power capability stated in the grid code [30]
section ECC 6.3.2.4.4(c) at the MV grid entry point (GEP) presented in �gure 3. When
the BESS operates below its maximum capacity it needs to operate in the triangular
shaded region between 50% and 20%. Additionally, the BESS must be capable of
maintaining zero transfer of reactive power at the GEP for all active power output
levels under steady-state voltage conditions according to section CC.6.3.2(b). The
steady-state tolerance on reactive power transfer import and export must not be
greater than 5% of the rated active power. The BESS must be capable of supplying
rated active power at any point between the limits 0.95 PF lagging and leading at HV
side of the transformer, from 132kV and above,  de�ned in CC.6.3.2(c) for all active
power output levels above 20%.

Figure 2 - GFM converter without PLL [23]

4. Grid code requirements of BESS
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The reactive power capability of the BESS in an integrated wind, solar, and energy
storage (IWSES) park is obtained considering voltages at GEP from 0.9 to 1.1

p.u. in steps of 0.05 p.u. increasing the active power output of the WTGs and BESS in
steps of 10% from 0 MW to the maximum active power capacity of the IWSES total
entry capacity (TEC). The WTGs require to output maximum reactive power leading
and lagging at GEP considering their power capability at the terminal voltage, the
BESS must supply the rest of the reactive power.

Load flow (LF) studies
The purpose of LF studies is to determine the steadystate performance and behavior
of the BESS and its interaction with the electrical network. The LF evaluates the
voltage pro�le and loading of the electrical system in a dual or single con�guration
including the wind farm and when the BESS is either exporting or importing mode.
The BESS hybrid system must consider a range of maximum and minimum voltage
variations at POC of 1.0 10% according to admissible limits in clause ECC.6.1.4.1 of
the grid code [30] at

0.95 leading and lagging. A sensitivity analysis of the voltage pro�le and circuit
loading at POC needs to be carried out. In hybrid wind systems, WTGs normally
operate under priority mode in power export, hence the BESS in export power mode
is curtailed when the WTs are in operation. In the last situation, the most challenging
operational scenario is when the BESS is set to export mode under 0.95 lagging PF. In
distribution networks, the incorporation of STATCOM devices can control the voltage
or reactive power �ow across the boundary to the POC to comply with the reactive
power requirements of the grid code. Several examples of wind-BESS topologies and
STATCOM strategies are presented in [31].

Figure 3 - Reactive power capability requirements at GEP [30]
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Short-circuit levels
The BESS has a contribution to the short circuit levels. The IEC 60909 de�nes the
recommendations for the short-circuit currents calculation. All equipment must
withstand short circuit currents for one second without exceeding their capacity
considering the capacity as the current carried in the closed position according to
the IEC 62271-1. An adaptation of the IEC 60909 calculation is proposed in [32] for
RES where the short circuit current contribution of power converter interfaced units
is a current source from 1.5 to 2 times their nominal value.

Fault ride-through (FRT) capability
The BESS shall be capable of injecting maximum reactive current without exceeding
its transient ratings, there is no speci�c requirement for a fast fault current injection.
The BESS needs to remain connected to the network at the GEP for any fault type up
to 140 ms in section ECC.6.3.15.1 [30]. The BESS must comply with FRT voltage
pro�le characteristic against time at GEP of �gure 4 considering rated active power
output and maximum leading PF as it is speci�ed in the section ECC.6.3.15.8. The
BESS is required to remain transiently stable and connected to the system without
tripping for balanced voltage dips applied in the HV side with a duration greater
than 140 ms according to the voltage pro�le characteristic against time shown in
�gure 5.

The BESS needs to comply with the following FRT tests speci�ed in the section
CP.A.3.5 of the grid code:

1. Symmetrical and asymmetrical faults applied during 140 ms on the MV at the
GEP.

a three-phase to earth fault.
a phase to phase fault.
a two-phase to earth fault.
a single phase to earth fault.

2. Symmetrical faults of variable duration on the nearest point of the HV power grid.

30% retained voltage during 0.384 s.

Figure 4 - FRT voltage limits in the GEP [30] Figure 5 - FRT voltage limits in the TSO’s network

[30]
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50% retained voltage during 0.71 s.
80% retained voltage during 2.5 s.
85% retained voltage during 180 s.

The BESS must restore the active power within 500 ms after the voltage recovery
gets above 0.9 p.u. at the GEP.

Voltage control regulation
The BESS must provide a continuous automatic voltage regulation at GEP without
causing instability issues according to section ECC.A.7.2.3.1 [30]. The BESS must
comply with the dynamic performance in section ECP.A.3.4.1 considering the
application of:

one negative step in system voltage to cause a change in reactive power from
zero to the maximum lagging value at rated active power output;
one positive step in system voltage to cause a change in reactive power from zero
to the maximum leading value at rated active power output;
one voltage step of -2% while operating within 5% of the lagging reactive power
limit;
one voltage step of +2% while operating within 5% of the leading reactive power
limit.

The step must be suf�ciently large to require a change in the steady-state reactive
power output from zero to the maximum leading or lagging value. The reactive power
output response must commence within 0.2 s of the voltage step, and reach 90%
within 1 s.

Frequency control regulation
The BESS must comply with the grid code frequency response requirements in
clause ECC.6.3.7 [30]. The frequency response requirements include limited
frequency sensitive mode at over frequency (LFSM-O), at under frequency (LFSM-U),
frequency sensitive mode (FSM), and speci�c studies to demonstrate dynamic
compliance requirements in frequency control.

LFSM at over frequency (LFSM-O)

The grid code speci�es in the section ECC.6.3.7.1 that each BESS module must be
capable of reducing the active power output in response to the frequency of the
system rising above 50.4 Hz. The rate of change of the active power output must be
at a minimum rate of 2% of output per 0.1 Hz deviation of the system frequency
above 50.4 Hz (i.e. a droop of 10%) as shown in �gure 6. The proportional reduction
in active power must be achieved within 10 seconds of the time of the frequency
increase above 50.4 Hz. The BESS shall be capable of initiating a power frequency
response as short as possible. If the delay exceeds 2 s the variation must be justi�ed
by providing technical evidence.
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LFSM at underfrequency (LFSM-U)

The grid code requires in the section ECC.6.3.7.2 that each BESS module must be
stable in LFSM-U and capable of increasing the active power output in response to
the frequency of the system falling below 49.5 Hz. The grid code does not allow the
BESS to operate in an inef�cient mode to facilitate delivery of the LFSM-U response;
any inherent capability (where available) should be delivered in the shortest time
possible. The rate of change of the active power output must be at a minimum rate of
2% of output per 0.1 Hz deviation of the system frequency below 49.5 Hz (i.e. a droop
of 10%) as shown in �gure 7. The proportional increase in active power must be
achieved for frequencies below 49.5 Hz. The BESS shall be capable of initiating a
power frequency response with an initial delay that is as short as possible. If the
delay exceeds 2 s the  variation must be justi�ed by providing technical evidence.
The BESS shall be capable of providing a power increase up to its maximum capacity.

Figure 6 - LFSM-O Power-frequency response [30]
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Frequency sensitive mode (FSM)

The grid code indicates in section ECC.6.3.7.3.1 that the BESS must be �tted with a
fast-acting proportional frequency control device capable of providing frequency
response under normal operational conditions. The frequency control device must
operate over the entire operating range of active power output shown in �gure 8. In
the case of an event of a frequency step change, the BESS shall be capable of
activating full and stable active power frequency response (without undue power
oscillations), according to the performance characteristic of �gure 9.

Figure 7 - LFSM-U Power-frequency requirement [30]

Figure 8 - FSM Power-frequency requirement

[30] Figure 9 - FSM Power-frequency requirement

[30] 
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The delay in the initial active power frequency response of the BESS shall not be
greater than 1 s. If the generator cannot meet this requirement, technical evidence is
required to demonstrate the time needed for the initial activation of the active power
frequency response.

Frequency controller model veri�cation

The grid code requires in the section ECP.A.3.7 compliance of the BESS converter
ramp capability against time for low-frequency events of �gure 10 when it operates
at 80% of maximum capacity. The maximum deviation proposed for the frequency
variation pro�le includes a negative step of 0.5 Hz and a positive step of 0.5 Hz both
of which are within the LFSM range of frequency response insensitivity, when the
BESS operates in LFSM must not activate power frequency response. Therefore, the
BESS is assumed in FSM. When the physical test results become available, they are
used to validate the results obtained from this study.

Study case
The hybrid system under study is composed of a wind farm of 70 MVA and a BESS of
29 MVA. It represents an on-shore wind farm array located in Scotland of 35 WTs of
2.0 MW nominal power for each unit, connected through step-up transformers
33kV:0.69kV @ 2.35 MVA 9.5%. The study included the manufacturer models of the
wind turbines and BESS, and every component was included in the simulation. The
connection of a BESS is projected to improve the performance capability of the wind
farm. The BESS is composed of 5 batteries of 5.8 MVA connected to the grid through
step-up transformers 33kV:0.69kV @ 5.80 MVA 7%. Thus, the BESS is capable to
support 29 MVA of the wind farm’s total capacity 70 MVA in periods of wind power
scarcity. The hybrid system is connected in a radial con�guration from the 400 kV
TSO power grid at 50 Hz. Two step-down power transformers of 400kV:132kV @ 120

Figure 10 - Frequency controller veri�cation requirement [30]

5. Study case results and discussion
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MVA 24.1% and 132kV:33kV @ 90 MVA 15% and overhead lines connect the GEP of
the hybrid system to the grid. The single-line diagram in �gure 11 shows the
relevant information on the electrical parameters of the test system. The simulations
considered electrical black-box models from manufacturers for each wind and BESS
unit. The RMS simulation tool used to assess the studies was DigSilent Power Factory
2020SP1B(x64).

Figure 11 - Single-line diagram of the test network

https://cse.cigre.org/fileadmin/cru-1656105257/user_upload/CSE/CSE025/Ref67/ref67_figure11.png
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The results presented in this section assess the aggregated dynamic performance
and compliance of the BESS at GEP for FRT, voltage, and frequency regulation
according to the grid code requirements. The plots results are shown in per unit
having the system voltages, frequency, and nominal power of the BESS as bases. The
static studies were performed previously and satis�ed the grid code requirements.
The reactive power capability complied with the operational limits in �gure 3. The
BESS less favorable operational condition for the power grid limit was veri�ed, when
the BESS absorbs reactive power and exports active power (discharges) at 0.95
lagging PF, which resulted in a depression of the bus voltages and an increase in the
active current. The short-circuit study veri�ed the contribution of the BESS to levels
of short-circuit of the system and equipment under different fault types.

FRT capability
To verify the FRT capability and grid code compliance requirements, it is necessary
to test variable balanced and unbalanced short-circuit conditions. The tests must
include asymmetrical faults applied at the grid entry point (GEP) during 140 ms with
maximum leading reactive power (inductive) from the BESS, as well as three-phase
symmetrical faults applied at the nearest to the power grid for the different duration
with zero reactive power from the BESS. All cases considered the maximum active
power output from the BESS and minimum fault Thevenin equivalent level of the
power grid.

The test simulation results of �gures 12 and 13 correspond to the evaluation of a
three-phase to earth fault applied on the MV GEP during 140 ms which is one of the
most challenging fault conditions for the BESS controllers. When a three-phase fault
to ground occurs at the BESS POC, the terminal voltage measured and used by the
converter to calculate the power injection is low which creates instabilities in the PLL
synchronization calculation method. The phenomenon in the PLL error causes
undesired effects on the stability, especially in weak grids with short circuit ratios
below 2.

The BESS voltage pro�le of the BESS at GEP shown in �gure 12 is over the minimum
limit grid code requirement plotted in the green dash line. It can be observed a post-
fault voltage of 1.4 which indicates non-high voltage ride-through capability
functionality to limit BESS over-voltages. The active power of the BESS of �gure 13 is

Advertising, continue reading below

https://session.cigre.org/registration
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over the active power minimal limit of 90% MW requested by the grid code 500
ms  after the fault clearance. All BESS FRT cases of unbalanced and balanced faults
are compliant with the grid code FRT requirements.

Voltage regulation
The voltage-reactive power control regulation of the BESS is evaluated in a set of
simulations according to the voltage step scenarios conditions previously outlined in
the grid code requirements and summarized in table 1. The operational point
speci�ed in ECC.6.2.3.4 corresponds to 33% of the total MW at the GEP considering a
voltage droop control setting of 4% and zero active power output. It is applied a
voltage step to create a reactive power change from zero to the maximum reactive
power injection and absorption. Cases A and B corresponded to voltage steps of
-2.8% reaching 0.972 p.u. and +2.5% reaching 1.025 p.u. respectively.

For cases, C and D, it was applied a voltage step -/+2% at the terminal voltage when
BESS operates in a power factor range of 5% lagging or leading.

The initial voltage response for all cases is within the time window required in clause
ECC.A.7.2.3.1(i) of 200 ms from the time when the step change occurs until the
maximum reactive power injection or absorption is reached. The BESS achieves a
stable response within 2 s. The voltage step applied is plotted in solid lines in �gures
14 and 15, the reactive power output response of the BESS in dashed lines with the
same color indicates the grid code requirement compliance. The BESS achieves in all
cases 90% of the total reactive power output change within 1 s after the occurrence
of the voltage step change required in ECC.A.7.2.3.1.(ii) Section of the grid code. The
simulation results obtained are summarized in table 1.

Figure 12 - Voltage pro�le compliance of the

BESS for three-phase fault during 140 ms at GEP 
Figure 13 - Power compliance of the BESS for

three-phase fault during 140 ms at GEP
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Table 1 - Voltage control regulation scenarios

Case V:V [p.u.] Q:Q [p.u.] Q [p.u.]

A 1.007 : 1.032 0.000 : -0.182 -0.192

B 1.007 : 0.979 0.000 : 0.176 0.196

C 0.989 : 1.003 -0.182 : -0.278 -0.289

D 1.025 : 1.012 0.182 : 0.273 0.264

Frequency regulation
The frequency response capability in LFSM-O and LFSM-U are veri�ed by applying
frequency change steps of  ± 0.008,  ± 0.012, and ± 0.016 p.u. considering 50 Hz as
base. The BESS controllers are set to 4% droop of active power frequency response.
For LFSM-O and LFSM-U tests, the BESS is assumed to operate at 100% and 90% of
nominal active power to provide frequency support. The grid code does not provide
speci�c guidance in the compliance process to select the export output level of the
BESS. The �gure 16 indicates the frequency steps applied to the BESS to verify the
active power response grid compliance in LFSM-O and LFSM-U shown in 17. The
system frequency 50 Hz and the BESS rated power are considered as the bases for
the plots. The results of frequency variations and active power response are
summarized in table 2. According to grid code requirements in �gures 6 and 7, the
BESS in LFSM must not deliver addi tional power from the steady-state condition
(zero active power variation) to the grid inside the frequency band from 0.990 to
1.008 in per unit and for frequency values outside of the band the slope rate active
power-frequency must be inferior to -10 p.u. The BESS adapted its active power
output without oscillations to respond to the frequency changes in LFSM. The results
table 2 show that the points O1 and U1 show no active power variation and for the
rest of the frequency variations the active power-frequency slope was inferior to the
maximum limit of -10 p.u. allowed by the grid code. In consequence, all the test
points are compliant with the LFSM-O and LFSM-U requirements. The dynamic
frequency response for LFSM-O in �gure 17 is activated within less than 70 ms

Figure 14 - Voltage pro�le of the BESS for voltage

control regulation compliance test
Figure 15 - Reactive power of the BESS for

voltage control regulation compliance test

Step Step limit
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delivering full power output variation within 150 ms, which complies with the speed
response attained in the grid code clause ECC.6.7.1.2 (iii) of 2 s. The frequency
response for LFSM-U is activated within less than 50 ms delivering full power output
variation within 100 ms, complying with the speed of the response of the grid code in
clause ECC.6.7.2.2 (ii) of 2 s.

Table 2 - LFSM-O and LFSM-U regulation scenarios

Case F:F [p.u.] P:P [p.u.] ∆P/∆F

LFSM-O1 1.000 : 1.008 1.000 : 1.000 0.000

LFSM-O2 1.000 : 1.012 1.000 : 0.980 -1.666

LFSM-O3 1.000 : 1.016 1.000 : 0.936 -4.000

LFSM-U1 1.000 : 0.990 0.902 : 0.902 0.000

LFSM-U2 1.000 : 0.988 0.902 : 0.924 -1.833

LFSM-U3 1.000 : 0.986 0.902 : 0.946 -3.143

The frequency response capability in FSM is tested by applying frequency steps
of  ±  0.002,  ±  0.004,  ±  0.01, and  ±  0.03 p.u. considering 50 Hz as the base, with the
BESS operating at 90% of nominal power. The frequency steps and active power
response in FSM are shown in �gures 18 and 19 which are summarized in table 3.
When the BESS operates in FSM inside a frequency band from 0.990 to 1.008 p.u. the
maximum active power-frequency slope rate is -25 p.u. using a 4% droop
characteristic according to �gure  For sudden changes from nominal frequency
outside the FSM band, the BESS will have a limited active power response below 10%
of the nominal active power. When frequency excursions occur outside the FSM band,
the BESS active power response must remain constant. The BESS changed its active
power output without oscillations to respond to the frequency variations in FSM and
LFSM which is also veri�ed in the ramping capability tests. The simulation

Figure 16 - Frequency pro�le of BESS for LFSM-O

and LFSM-U compliance test
Figure 17 - Active power variation of BESS for

LFSM-O and LFSM-U regulation compliance test

Step Step
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results are summarized in table 3 with the calculation of the active power-frequency
slope for frequency steps from the nominal frequency. The case FSM-O2 exceeds the
maximum active power-frequency slope allowed of -25 failing to comply with the
code clause ECC.6.3.7.2.2. (i). The plots show that active power frequency-time
response is activated rapidly within less than 20-30 ms, with full active power
change deployed within 1 s without power oscillations which complies with the
requirements outlined in the clause ECC.6.3.7.3.3. (iii) of 2 s in �gure 8. In order to
achieve compliance with the slope rate of FSM-O2 the BESS control variables must be
re-tuned in cooperation with the manufacturer and verify the grid code compliance
before the connection to the grid.

Table 3 - FSM-O and FSM-U regulation scenarios

Case F:F [p.u.] P:P [p.u.] ∆P/∆F

FSM-O1 1.000 : 1.002 0.905 : 0.855 -25.000

FSM-O2 1.000 : 1.004 0.905 : 0.801 -26.000

FSM-O3 1.000 : 1.010 0.905 : 0.792 -11.300

FSM-O4 1.000 : 1.030 0.905 : 0.792 -3.767

FSM-U1 1.000 : 0.998 0.905 : 0.948 -21.500

FSM-U2 1.000 : 0.996 0.905 : 1.003 -24.500

FSM-U3 1.000 : 0.990 0.905 : 1.011 -10.600

FSM-U4 1.000 : 0.970 0.905 : 1.011 -3.533

Figure 18 - Frequency pro�le of BESS for FSM-O

and FSM-U compliance test
Figure 19 - Active power variation of BESS for

FSM-O and FSM-U regulation compliance test

Step Step
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The simulation results of the BESS converter ramping capability in FSM are shown in
�gure 20 and summarized in table 4. The BESS instantaneously activates the active
power frequency response upon the commencement of negative and positive
frequency ramps deviation, which is in line with the performance characteristic
limits outlined in the grid code clause ECC.6.3.7.3.3. (i). The BESS converter
maintains a stable active power output throughout the periods when the frequency is
�at. The simulation results must be validated with measurements of the converter to
complete the validation process of the converter ramping capability performance.
The IEC 61400-27-2 [33] describes the methodology to validate wind turbine models
base on playback of the measured signals feed in simulation models to evaluate the
accuracy of the model with the real hardware. The IEC recommendations can be
followed in the validation process of the BESS frequency control with a minimum
time step resolution of 0.25 cycles.

Table 4 - Converter ramping capability results of the BESS

t1:t2 [s] F1:F2 [p.u.] P1:P2 [p.u.]

10:20 1.000 : 0.990 0.804 : 0.913

40:70 0.990 : 1.004 0.913 : 0.905

130:140 0.996 : 1.000 0.905 : 0.804

Figure 20 - Converter veri�cation of BESS in FSM

6. Conclusion
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The connection BESS in IWSES has multiple bene�ts for the power grid; it can help to
improve power quality, stability, and security of the network, providing ancillary
services in the short term. To accept the connection of BESS is necessary to verify its
compliance according to grid code requirements. The current work made a review of
the grid code static and dynamic tests that BESS needs to ful�ll in an IWSES
according to the UK power system operator. Static tests include active and reactive
power capability for several voltage levels and PF at POC, LF, and short circuit
analysis under all possible operational scenarios to verify the limits of electrical
network components. Dynamic tests need to comply with FRT capability under
symmetrical and asymmetrical fault conditions of different duration without
disconnecting from the grid; voltage and frequency regulation minimum control
requirements need to be veri�ed to enhance network stability. The BESS studied in
this work failed to comply with the maximum increment of active power allowed of
10% in FSM-O and FSM-U, hence it was agreed with the owner of the installation to
re-tune the control parameters with the manufacturer and verify the grid code
compliance before its connection. Therefore the connection requirements of BESS
are getting more demanding because of the important role they will play during the
period of intermittency created by the connection RES and generation mix of IBRs to
supply the power demand. The control strategy of BESS nowadays is based on GFL,
although it is expected they can offer different functionalities of the wind and solar
units. Devices such as SynCons can help to improve the power system stability,
increasing inertia, recovery and settling times, reducing RoCoF, frequency excursion,
and providing reactive support to the grid [34], [35]. In 2021 Eirgrid announced the
connection of a SynCons at Moneypoint to improve stability, although the high
investment costs required. It is expected that BESS can supply frequency support
functions and other functions inherent to synchronous machines in the future for
lower costs by employing GFM control. The coordination and operation of ESS such
as BESS for the short term and hydrogen energy storage (HES) for longer periods of
energy storage are necessary for a sustainable energy transition and stability of
future power networks.
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